
Round 15 – Under 11’s Brunswick Dragons v Canterbury 

This week the Dragons took on Canterbury at the Gillon Oval in a battle for a finals spot. Sitting 

5
th
 on the ladder, the Dragons needed to beat 4

th
 placed Canterbury to qualify for finals footy. 

Led out by our captain for the day Lewis Bonney McKenzie, the team looked switched on and 

ready for action. 

Kicking against the breeze in the first quarter, the Dragons had to work hard to contain the 

opposition and not let them get out to an early lead. Both sides attacked the ball well and we 

were able to apply enormous pressure to keep the ball in our forward half for long periods of the 

quarter. Our midfield won some important contests and when a long kick spilled into our forward 

line, a great running goal gave the Dragons the first goal of the game. In a very tight contest, 

Canterbury were able to kick two late goals and go into the first break with a slight advantage. 

The quarter time score was Brunswick Dragons 1.1.7 to Canterbury 2.1.13. 

The Dragons used the wind to their advantage in the second quarter. Our defence set up well 

and showed great discipline to contest the ball and rebound at every opportunity. The midfield 

began to win the clearances, however, this was proving to be a very even contest and 

Canterbury linked up well with their taller players taking some great marks around the ground. 

Every attack was stopped in its tracks though, and constant pressure from the Dragons pushed 

the ball forward and two goals in quick succession saw the Dragons regain the lead going into 

the major break. At half time the score was Brunswick Dragons 3.4.22 to Canterbury 2.2.14. 

At half time there was plenty of encouragement and the Dragons looked ready for a big second 

half performance. We had to run and carry against the breeze and keep the pressure up to try 

and put us in a winning position at three quarter time. Canterbury attacked with the wind, 

however, our defence held tight and some great rebounding on the outer wing allowed us to lock 

the ball in at half forward and keep the ball out of danger. Canterbury were able to kick a long 

goal, however the Dragons immediately responded. A great shepherd at half forward opened up 

the space for a long run and goal just before the siren. At three quarter time the score was 

Brunswick Dragons 4.4.28 to Canterbury 3.3.21. 

Taking a 7 point advantage into the final term, the Dragons knew they had to give it everything 

until the final siren if they were to progress to the finals. Kicking with the breeze in the last 

quarter, the Dragons midfield dominated from the first bounce and an early 35m long bomb 

sailed through the big sticks to extend the lead and the Dragons were up and about!. By winning 

the majority of clearances with quick handballs and long direct kicking, we were able to pile on a 

further 3 goals (a great snap, a set shot and finally a long running goal) to seal the win! 

The final score was Brunswick Dragons 8.5.53 to Canterbury 3.3.21. 

Today was another fantastic team effort with contributions by all. The pressure applied all around 

the ground was fantastic and our defence was tremendous in keeping Canterbury goalless for 

two quarters. Last week my match report finished by saying ‘The equation is simple….if we 

get the 4 points this week, we advance to the finals. Can the Dragons do it?? I believe they 

can!!! Stay tuned’. Well, the Dragons did it and are into their second finals campaign in a row 

facing Ashburton in a knockout Semi Final…the equation is simple…..stay tuned!!  

 

Well done Dragons!! 

David La Greca - Under 11 Coach 


